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Protein Basics

• A protein is a complex molecule formed as a chain of 
amino acids (also referred to as residues)

• There are 20 amino acids used in building proteins

• So, the description of a protein at the level of primary 
structure is as a string whose letters range over a 
vocabulary of size 20:
− e.g., protein 1di2 (double stranded RNA binding protein A): 

MPVGSLQELAVQKGWRLPEYTVAQESGPPHKREFTITCR
VETFVETGSGTSKQVAKRVAAEKLLTKFKT



Protein Basics

• Here is a depiction of the atomic structure of a 
protein at the level of a neighboring pair of amino 
acids:

• The yellow “R” stands for “residue” and it represents 
a collection of atoms that give the amino acid its 
identity (i.e., which of the set of 20 amino acids)



Protein Basics

• In biological environments, protein chains like to 
form helices, coils, sheets and other structures
– due, e.g., to all of those hydrogens wanting to form 

hydrogen bonds

• These intermediate structures (secondary 
structures) tend to stick to each other

• And in aqueous environments the whole molecule 
tends to assume a globular shape
– due, e.g., to the desire of some amino acids to avoid water 

and the desire of others to stay close to water



Protein Basics



Protein Basics

• The primary structure is the sequence of amino 
acids

• The secondary structure is the set of intermediate 
structures such as helices, sheets and turns

• The tertiary structure is the three-dimensional layout 
of a folded protein in space

• There are several useful visual depictions of these 
structures



Visual Depictions of Proteins



Visual Depictions of Proteins



Some Protein Shapes



Some Functional Roles for Proteins

• Mechanical structures

• Catalysis

• DNA binding and transcription

• Signaling

• Transport

• Immunoglobulins, antigens

• Channels in membranes

• Circuits and control systems of all kinds



Inferential Perspectives

• Inferential problems in protein structure and function 
often involve bringing together existing scientific 
theory (e.g., from quantum chemistry, physical 
chemistry, biochemistry) with data (observational or 
experimental)
– model-based (Bayesian) approaches are often appropriate

– but there are often “alignment” issues

• Evolutionary relationships are key to inference
– allow groupings of amino acids and groupings of proteins

– allow probability measures and similarities to be defined 
on spaces of proteins

– but there are often “alignment” issues



Outline

• Catalytic sites

• Structural (backbone and side-chain) modeling

• Ab initio folding

• Functional annotation

• Alignment and phylogenies



Outline

• Catalytic sites
– with Sriram Sankararaman, Fei Sha and Kimmen

Sjolander

• Structural (backbone and side-chain) modeling

• Ab initio folding

• Functional annotation

• Alignment and phylogenies



Different Classes of Functional 

Residues

1a7s  (Human trypsin-like serine protease)



Can We Predict Catalytic Residues?

• Statistical machine learning methods have been 

deployed here

- based on sequence, structure, 3-D geometry, 

energetics, hydrophobicity, …
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Can We Predict Catalytic Residues?

• Statistical machine learning methods have been 

deployed here

– based on sequence, structure, 3-D geometry, energetics, 

hydrophobicity, …

• But accuracies have remained low

• We’ve deployed up-to-date statistical machine 

learning methods

– and obtained improvements of 12-20% over methods 

that combine sequence and structure and 50% or more 

over methods that use only sequence information
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What Features To Use?

• Evolutionary conservation, structural  features, 

structural neighbors

D46, conservation = high, central, not buried…,Y218, 

conservation = high, … , K75, conservation = high



Logistic Regression

• A baseline logistic regression has accuracies 

comparable to the current state of the art:



Logistic Regression

• Incorporating a phylogenomic score (a sensitive 

measure of evolutionary conservation):



Logistic Regression

• Additionally incorporating information from 

structural neighbors:

• Hmm, performance has gone down upon 

including more predictors; wonder why?



L1-Penalized Logistic Regression

• Additionally incorporating an L1 penalty:

• In short, one can make effective use of the high-

dimensional, noisy information in structural 

neighbors if one doesn’t forget to regularize



Precision-Recall Curves
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Case study: Bacillus sphaericus Class-

IV aminotransferase 

K145 E177L201

1daa (B.sphaericus d-amino acid aminotransferase)
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Case study: Bacillus sphaericus Class-

IV aminotransferase 

R50 T205, R206T241R138

1daa (B.sphaericus d-amino acid aminotransferase)



Outline

• Catalytic sites

• Structural (backbone and side-chain) modeling
– with Daniel Ting, Maxim Shapalov and Roland Dunbrack

– with Fabian Wauthier

• Ab initio folding

• Functional annotation

• Alignment and phylogenies



Background on Protein Folding

• Proteins have several hundred degrees of 

freedom, which are coupled by an energy function

• In natural conditions, the protein folds into a 

configuration which minimizes the free energy

• The goal of ab initio protein folding (discussed 

later) is to mimic this process computationally

• The goal of structural modeling is to contribute 

terms to the energy function to better guide 

folding



Backbone Modeling

• The backbone of the chain has two degrees of 

freedom per amino acid (phi and psi angles)

• Empirical plots of phi and psi angles are called 

Ramachandran diagrams



Backbone Modeling

• To provide an energy surface for protein folding 

(and for many other purposes) we would like to 

obtain a good density estimate from the 

Ramachandran diagram

• Seemingly a nice application for Dirichlet process 

mixtures, given the unknown number of modes

– but results aren’t that impressive, relative to what’s 

currently being done in Rosetta

• Need to condition on amino acid neighborhoods, 

obtaining context-sensitive density estimates

– but now we have many (e.g., 400) density estimates, 

and we run into sparse data problems



HDP-Based Backbone Modeling

• But this is exactly the problem that the 

hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) was 

designed to solve

• The HDP allows us to couple the 400 (say) 

density estimates, so that a cluster discovered in 

one context is available in other contexts



Hierarchical Dirichlet Process Mixtures
(Teh, Jordan, Beal & Blei, 2006)



Chinese Restaurant Franchise (CRF)

global menu:
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secondary structure, local tertiary structure, etc
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Side-Chain Modeling

• We wish to obtain a contribution to the energy 

function that characterizes preferred states of the 

side chains

– conditioning on various covariates, such as local 

secondary structure, local tertiary structure, etc

• For quantum-mechanical reasons, the side chains 

are often restricted to a discrete set of configurations

• So it’s a multi-class classification problem



Side-Chain Modeling

• A sampling bias problem arises

• Nature samples near the minimum of the free 

energy

• But for ab initio protein folding, we need estimates of 

the energy surface away from the minimum:

• A proposed solution (Wauthier & Jordan, this year’s 

NIPS): selective shrinkage



Outline

• Catalytic sites

• Structural (backbone and side-chain) modeling

• Ab initio folding
– with Ben Blum and David Baker

• Functional annotation

• Alignment and phylogenies



State of Structural Biology

Homologs of known 

structures

Known structures

(~50,000)

Known amino acid sequences    

(~1,000,000)

Sequences with 

recognizable folds

Ab initio targets



Ab Initio Protein Structure Prediction



Ab Initio Protein Structure Prediction

• Q: This is the computationalist’s energy function; how 
does it relate to Nature’s energy function?



Ab Initio Protein Structure Prediction

• Q: This is the computationalist’s energy function; how 
does it relate to Nature’s energy function?

• A: Finally, after years of work, the global minimum of the 
latter tends to be a stationary point of the former
– but there aren’t many guarantees away from the minimum



Rosetta Ab Initio Search

• Very successful method from David Baker’s lab
– consistently the best ab initio method at CASP

– already used in real-world problems (e.g., HIV vaccine 
design)

• Monte Carlo procedure
– Use the energy in a Boltzmann distribution, sample from it

• Primary move set: fragment insertion

• Fragments come from a customized per-protein 

pool condensed from PDB 

• Pool is constructed by sequence identity, 

secondary structure prediction

• E.g., if residue 35 is predicted 60% helix, 60% of 

fragments in the pool will be helical at residue 35  



A Proposal

• A proposed extension of response surface 
methodology:
– given a current working point

– sample a nearby point

– this will likely land on top of a nearby mountain, so 
deterministically roll down off the mountain

– retain the points in the valleys and fit a regression

– compute a gradient of this fit and step downhill

– iterate



A Proposal

• A proposed extension of response surface 
methodology:
– given a current working point

– sample a nearby point

– this will likely land on top of a nearby mountain, so 
deterministically roll down off the mountain

– retain the points in the valleys and fit a regression

– compute a gradient of this fit and step downhill

– iterate

• A great idea, but it didn’t work



Another Proposal

• Don’t try to circumvent Rosetta; try instead to exploit 
Rosetta

• Don’t try to re-model an energy surface

• Instead, use machine learning to model some notion 
of “nativeness” of features, and, in the Rosetta 
resampling protocol, give more probability to features 
that are predicted to be native

• This worked



Results



Outline

• Catalytic sites

• Structural (backbone and side-chain) modeling

• Ab initio folding

• Interlude on phylogenetic analysis

• Functional annotation

• Alignment and phylogenies



Phylogenetic Analysis

• Given representations of a set of species (“taxa”), 
organize them according to a tree:

• The branch lengths are parameters for a 
continuous-time Markov chain

M. 

Sylvanus

Hylobates

H. SapiensM. Fuscata



Phylogenetic Analysis

• If there were one character per species, the tree 
would be a simple discrete graphical model:

• And the inferential problems would be the familiar 
ones of parameter estimation and structure 
estimation

M. Sylvanus
Hylobates

H. SapiensM. Fuscata



Phylogenetic Analysis

• The real problem, though, is that the nodes are 
string-valued

M. Sylvanus
Hylobates

H. SapiensM. Fuscata

A
C

G
T

… T
C

G
T

…

T
C

T
T

…

A
C

T
T

…



Phylogenetic Analysis

• A common simplification: assume that the alignment 
is known, and treat the columns of the alignment as 
independent

• We’ll return to this issue…

M. Sylvanus
Hylobates

H. SapiensM. Fuscata

K



Outline

• Catalytic sites

• Structural (backbone and side-chain) modeling

• Ab initio folding

• Functional annotation
– with Barbara Engelhardt and Steven Brenner

• Alignment and phylogenies



Molecular Function Prediction

• You’re given a protein “X” (maybe the primary 
structure or maybe the tertiary structure); what is 
its molecular function?

• A dearth of experimental characterizations
– ~13,300,000 protein sequences in UniProt

– ~13,436 have non-automated annotations (0.1%)

• Current methodology is basically nearest 
neighbor using BLAST
– find all homologs  of protein X (proteins with a 

significant BLAST score)

– take a vote among the molecular function annotations  
(if any) 



Similarity-Based Versus Phylogenetic-

Based Functional Annotation

Sequence similarity rank:

C

A, B

D

A

X

B

C

D

C transfers function to X

A, B transfer function to X

Run a BLAST search: Build a phylogenetic tree:



SIFTER Methodology

• Assume function evolves in 
parallel with sequence

• Replace nodes in the phylogeny 
with bit vectors representing 
functions (obtained from the 
Gene Ontology) 

• Define a continuous-time Markov 
chain between parent/child 
nodes

• Condition on known annotations 
at the leaves and run belief 
propagation to infer missing 
annotations



An Edge in the Tree

00 01 10 11

00 01 10 11

Parent Xi

Child

Parent

Child Xi

Transition rate matrix Q

ti



Phylogeny-Based Inference

A
B
C
D

A
B
C
D

A B C D

A B C D

A B C D

A B C D



Schizosaccharomyces pombe Data Set

• 46 fully sequenced fungal genomes

• Ran:
– gene-finding

– protein domain identification

– phylogeny for each domain

– reconciling phylogeny against known 
species tree

• Removed all S. pombe
experimental annotations

• Task: predict S. pombe annotations 
from remaining



Results

SIFTER excels at specific 

protein function prediction

at low levels of false positives



Outline

• Catalytic sites

• Structural (backbone and side-chain) modeling

• Ab initio folding

• Functional annotation

• Alignment and phylogenies
– with Alexandre Bouchard-Côté



Phylogenetic Analysis

Modern taxa 

Observed sequences

Ancestral taxa 

Hidden sequences

M. Sylvanus
Hylobates

H. SapiensM. Fuscata

A
C

G
T

… T
C

G
T

…

T
C

T
T

…

A
C

T
T

…



Multiple Sequence Alignment

Given L sequences, what are the sets of homologous 

nucleotides (i.e., nucleotides having a common ancestor)?

Alternate (linearized) 

representation
Homologous 

nucleotides



Holy Grail: Joint Inference

What has been missing: a string-valued stochastic 

process such that the joint probability can be 

computed efficiently

tree t alignment m



Previous Work: TKF91 [Thorne et al. 91]

Time



Previous Work: TKF91

Time

Insertion

Substitution

Deletion

Exponential r.v.’s



Previous Work: TKF91

Time

Smallest random variable determines 

the nature of the next mutation, and the 

time at which it occurs

Insertion

Substitution

Deletion

Exponential r.v.’s
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Time

Insertion

Substitution

Deletion

Exponential r.v.’s



Previous Work: TKF91

Time

...

The problem with TKF91: exact 

computation of is exponential 

in the number of observed taxa

Insertion

Substitution

Deletion

Exponential r.v.’s



A New Stochastic Process

Time

A single, global insertion random 

variable, with rate independent of the 

sequence length; insertion position is 

selected uniformly at random

Insertion

Substitution

Deletion

Exponential r.v.’s



Consequence: A Poisson 

Representation

Locations of the insertions,     

is a Poisson process!
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Consequence: A Poisson 

Representation

The other mutations (deletions, substitutions) are 

exchangeable continuous time Markov chains

CTMC Hi with state space:

absorbing 

delete state} nucleotides

Generated 

alignment column



Computation of 

Using exchangeability, reduce the computation 

of                to , where has a single 

column

1



Computation of

The branch where the insertion occurred must be 

ancestral to all non-deleted extant nucleotides S

Poisson process property: the probability that the 

insertion occurred on a branch of length b is 

proportional to b

2



Computation of

Conditioning on the insertion location, the 

likelihood is easily computed using matrix 

exponentiation

3

Overalll algorithm Is linear in the # of observed taxa and # of cols in the alignment



Experiments

Baselines: tree inference by 

PhyML [Guindon et al., 04], 

sequence alignments by Clustal

[Higgins et al., 88]

Setup: 100 generated, 7-taxa 

trees, K2P rate matrix

Evaluation: Robinson-Foulds 

distance (trees), alignment 

edge F1 (alignments)

Relative accuracy 

improvements over the 

baselines (%)

Tree Align.



Breakdown of the Accuracy Improvements

Baselines

Sampling tree and alignment

Sampling treeSampling alignment

35%

3%

16%

13%



A Sociological Postscriptum

• Most of this work has been published in biology 

journals:

– Proteins, Genome Research, Nature Genetics, PLoS 

Computational Biology, PNAS, Genome Biology, 

Bioinformatics, PLoS Genetics

• Some of it has been published in machine 

learning venues:

– NIPS, ICML

• The former papers get cited; the latter don’t…

• If you’re going to work in computational biology, 

you have to learn to publish in their journals



Conclusions

• An idiosyncratic report of adventures in Protein 

Land

• Many other problems in Protein Land:

– mass spectrometry

– circuits and kinetics

– protein/DNA/RNA interactions

– variation (atomic level, motif level, domain level, 

population level)

• Alignment problems abound

– and not only for proteins and biology
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Features retained in the Discern 

predictor


